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                                                                    We would like to inform you about new Facebook page called Palasino Poker. This page will focus on poker events happening in our casinos. If you're interested in poker news, tournaments, current cash game bonuses, don't hesitate to click on the link HERE and follow Palasino Poker page. Soon, you can look forward to a competition for 2 tickets to the Palasino Anniversary poker tournament on the new page.
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                Ministerstvo financí varuje: Účastí na hazardní hře může vzniknout závislost. Hra mládeži do 18 let zakázána.
            


        

    












	
		
			
				
					
					
500 points play for your email address!
					

					
				

				
				    
How do you receive your points?
				    

                    
Complete the form below, and after we receive your confirmation email, 500 points will be added to your casino account.
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